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Abstrat.
The early-R stars are arbon-rih K-type giants. They are enhaned in
12
C,
13
C and
14
N, have approximately
solar oxygen, magnesium isotopes, s-proess and iron abundanes, have the luminosity of ore-helium burning
stars, are not rapid rotators, are members of the Galati thik disk and, most peuliarly of all, are all single stars.
Conventional single-star stellar evolutionary models annot explain suh stars, but mergers in binary systems have
been proposed to explain their origin.
We have synthesized binary star populations to alulate the number of merged stars with helium ores whih
ould be early-R stars. We nd many possible evolutionary hannels. The most ommon of whih is the merger of
a helium white dwarf with a hydrogen-burning red giant branh star during a ommon envelope phase followed by
a helium ash in a rotating ore whih mixes arbon to the surfae. All the hannels together give ten times more
early-R stars than we require to math reent Hipparos observations  we disuss whih hannels are likely to
be the true early-R stars and whih are not. For the rst time we have onstruted a viable model of the early-R
stars with whih we an test some of our ideas regarding ommon envelope evolution in giants, stellar mergers,
rotation, the helium ash and the origin of the early-R stars.
1. Introdution and History
The early-R stars are one of several lasses of arbon
star, all distinguished spetrosopially by the presene
of strong absorption due to an exess of moleular ar-
bon. While many of these arbon stars are now relatively
well understood, the early-R stars have deed satisfatory
explanation for nearly one hundred years. In a nutshell,
the problem is to explain how a single star whih is a gi-
ant, and hene has nished ore-hydrogen burning, but is
not suiently luminous to have ompleted ore-helium
burning, an have a surfae whih is ontaminated by ex-
ess arbon. It may be argued that suh a straightforward
statement of the problem is too simplisti; it probably is.
Therefore it is neessary to review here the main hara-
teristis of the early-R stars, to dene the problem in more
detail, and thene introdue one approah to its solution.
1.1. Spetral lass denition
Stars with peuliar banding in their spetra were iden-
tied by Sehi (1868) and were later identied as ar-
bon stars by Rufus (1916). They are easily identied by
⋆
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strong absorption features due to C2, CN or CH moleules.
A subset of these, the R-type stars, was rst lassied
by Fleming & Pikering (1908) based on the observations
of Fleming & Pikering (1896). The R stars ontain rays
of muh shorter wave length than ordinary fourth type
stars whih, in modern parlane, means they are bluer
and hotter (Teff & 4000K, similar to the K-type stars,
e.g. Dominy, 1984) than the normal N-type arbon stars
(with Teff . 3500K) whih are probably asymptoti gi-
ant branh (AGB) stars (Iben & Renzini, 1983). The R
stars are very ommon, apparently aounting for 1% of
all K and G giants (Dominy, 1984), and are 10 times more
numerous than N stars aording to Blano (1965).
Later, as part of the Henry Draper atalogue
(Cannon & Pikering, 1918) and subjet to revision by
Shane (1928), the R lass was split into R0 to R8, where
R0-4 (the hot/early/warm-R stars) are warm, equiva-
lent to normal K-type stars, while the ool/late-R stars
of type R5-8 are the arbon-rih equivalent of M stars.
All R and N stars were merged into a single type C
by Keenan & Morgan (1941), but this was a retrogres-
sive step aording to Eggen (1972), who relassied
late-R stars as N stars and left the early-R stars as
a distint lass. Other types of arbon stars ompli-
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ate the issue, espeially in binaries where mass trans-
fer an pollute the seondary star with enough arbon
to turn it into a dwarf arbon star or CH star (see
e.g. Wallerstein & Knapp, 1998, setions 3 and 5). The J
stars, whih are similar to N stars with enhaned
13C, are
also of unertain origin but are learly redder and more
luminous than the early-R stars (Abia & Isern, 2000).
Example spetra of all the arbon star types an be
found in the atlas of Barnbaum, Stone & Keenan (1996).
There is an alternative lassiation sheme developed by
Bergeat, Knapik & Rutily (2002a) who identify R0-3 stars
as members of their HC1-HC3 lass (where HC stands for
hot arbon).
Standard single-star evolutionary models of
AGB stars undergoing third dredge-up (e.g.
Karakas, Lattanzio & Pols, 2002) orretly, if some-
times only qualitatively, predit most of the properties
of the late-R and N type arbon stars. The early-R stars
remain a distint group of stars with an unknown origin,
just as they were in 1908. More information about the
arbon star family is given by Abia et al. (2003), al-
though also useful are the reviews of Lloyd Evans (1986),
Lodders & Fegley (1998) and Wallerstein & Knapp
(1998).
1.2. Spetrosopi Studies
Spetrosopi studies of the early-R stars have shed some
light on their origin. The most omprehensive analysis is
that of Dominy (1984). He found that early-R stars, de-
spite having C/O > 1, have a low 12C/13C ratio (sim-
ilar to the J stars), a solar or slightly sub-solar iron
abundane, enhaned nitrogen relative to solar, a so-
lar oxygen abundane, solar
17,18O/16O ratios and no s-
proess enhanement. This is in ontrast to N-type ar-
bon stars, and late-R stars, whih show evidene of s-
proess elements, supporting the idea that late-R stars
are really just mislassied N stars. Zamora et al. (2006)
onrm the ndings of Dominy and support the idea
that late-R and N type stars are probably equivalent.
Late-R stars pulsate, like N stars, but early-R stars do
not, like K-type stars (Barnbaum, Stone & Keenan, 1996;
Bergeat, Knapik & Rutily, 2002b, g. 8).
The luminosity of early-R stars is around 100 L⊙,
typial of ore helium burning (CHeB) stars (the red
lump in a olour-magnitude diagram, Cannon & Lloyd,
1969; Cannon, 1970; Faulkner & Cannon, 1973; Salo,
1976), while the luminosity of N and late-R stars is more
than 1000 L⊙, typial of AGB stars (Vandervort, 1958;
Baumert, 1974; Salo, 1976; Bergeat et al., 2002a).
1.3. CH Stars
There remains the possibility that the early-R stars are
the CHeB ounterparts of the CH stars in whih, for
some reason, s-proess elements are undetetable or not
present. CH stars, both dwarfs and giants, are formed
by mass transfer to a main sequene ompanion from an
AGB star whih has undergone third dredge-up. They are
rih in s-proess elements and arbon whih were formed
in the primary AGB star and are all binaries. The pol-
luted seondary evolves to the CHeB phase, perhaps re-
maining arbon-rih (although see Stanlie et al., 2007).
Metalliity aets the CH-formation proess in two ways.
First, third dredge-up is more eient at sub-solar metal-
liities ompared to solar (Karakas et al., 2002) so more
primary arbon is made and transferred to the main se-
quene star. Seond, the initial abundane of oxygen is
lower than at solar metalliity so less arbon is required
to be mixed into the stellar envelope to form a arbon
star (for whih C/O ≥ 1 by number). There is a threshold
metalliity, around Z ∼ 0.4Z⊙, above whih CH stars an-
not form (Abia et al., 2002). Both these fats are at odds
with the properties of the early-R stars, whih have solar
or slightly sub-solar iron and oxygen abundanes (Dominy,
1984).
1.4. Binary Fration
The nail in the AGB mass-transfer on ame with the
work of MClure (1997) who found that 22 early-R stars
 all those in his sample  are single stars, even though
20% of late-type giants are binaries. The impliation is
that the early-R stars originate in binary mergers, as it is
hard to envisage a physial proess whih makes arbon
stars only in single stars and not in wide binaries. That
they are single and not s-proess enhaned has been used
to distinguish early-R stars from CH stars (Abia et al.,
2003). MClure also found that the early-R stars are not
rapidly rotating, a feature whih must be explained by any
potential early-R star model.
1.5. Spae Density and Distribution
Knapp, Pourbaix & Jorissen (2001) determined the abso-
lute magnitudes and spae density of the early-R stars
using Hipparos data. They found that the early-R stars
have magnitudes similar to the red lump (i.e. CHeB)
stars, the spae density of the early-R stars is 4.5 −
15 × 10−8pc−3 and the R to red lump number ratio is
0.04− 0.14%. Bergeat et al. (2002b) alulated the spae
density in the Galati plane to be 1.66 × 10−8 pc−3 for
early-R stars
1
, 13.4 × 10−8 pc−3 for N stars, a ratio of
∼ 16. The two papers give dierent number densities, but
atually their projeted number densities are about the
same.
That the R stars are Galati disk objets was reog-
nised by Eggen (1972). Dominy (1984) nds that N
stars are younger disk objets than, and distint from,
the R stars, while Ishida (1960), Stephenson (1973) and
Barbaro & Dallaporta (1974) found that the N and R
1
Stritly, Bergeat et al. (2002b) dene new spetrosopi
types, so we assume, as they state, that early-R stars are their
HC' type, N stars their CV type.
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stars are distributed dierently aross the sky, with N stars
more ondensed in the Galati plane. These results were
onrmed by Bergeat et al. (2002b) who found that R
stars are, on average, three times further from the Galati
plane. The solar or slightly sub-solar iron abundane and
veloity dispersion of the R stars suggests they are mem-
bers of the Galati thik disk (Sanford, 1944; Vandervort,
1958; Dahn, 1964; Eggen, 1972; Keenan & Hek, 1994;
Bergeat et al., 2002b).
Third dredge up only ours in solar-
metalliity AGB stars above about 1.3 −
1.5M⊙ (Bessell, Wood & Lloyd Evans, 1983;
Karakas, Lattanzio & Pols, 2002), orresponding to
a stellar lifetime of 5Gyr. Hene the early-R stars annot
be intrinsi AGB stars if they are older than about 5Gyr.
1.6. Stellar Models
The early-R stars pose a problem for stellar evolution the-
ory. Standard models of single stars are not arbon rih
exept for thermally pulsing AGB stars and some mas-
sive Wolf-Rayet stars. R-stars are too dim to be either
of these, indeed their luminosities are those of the CHeB
(red lump) evolutionary phase. The problem we fae is
twofold: when is arbon made in these stars and how do
we get it to the surfae?
The binary star merger model satises most of the
observational onstraints. We know there are no early-
R stars dimmer than the red lump, so the merger must
lead to a arbon-rih, CHeB star. This naturally implies
that something odd happens immediately prior to the
CHeB phase during helium ignition at the tip of the giant
branh. Canonial models of the helium ash do not pre-
dit mixing of arbon-rih material from the ore to the
stellar surfae (Härm & Shwarzshild, 1966). However,
these models are one-dimensional and non-rotating, while
a binary merger leads to a three-dimensional, rotating
system, so it is quite possible that the merger and/or
ignition leads to non-standard mixing. One-dimensional
models with parameterised rotational mixing and/or low
metalliity (with o-entre helium ignition) have led to
some mixing of arbon-rih ore material with the stellar
envelope (Mengel & Gross, 1976; Pazynski & Tremaine,
1977; Hollowell, Iben & Fujimoto, 1990). The models of
Iben (1990) simulate aretion of helium onto a helium
white dwarf (HeWD) and show that o-entre helium ig-
nition is a natural onsequene of this proess.
A number of two-dimensional simulations have
been arried out by Deupree and ollaborators
(Cole & Deupree, 1980, 1981; Deupree & Wallae,
1987; Deupree, 1996) some of whih suggest the possi-
bility of mixing material from a ore helium ash into
the stellar envelope. It is hard to draw a onlusion from
these models as the results vary with both resolution and
model sophistiation, and it is not lear how to apply the
results to a rapidly rotating binary merger.
Reently, full three dimensional models
of the helium ash have been onstruted
(Dearborn, Lattanzio & Eggleton, 2006; Lattanzio et al.,
2006) although these are of single stars, not binary merg-
ers (in the latter paper slow rotation was introdued).
Simulations of HeWD mergers have been onstruted
with a smooth partile hydrodynamis (SPH) approah
(Guerrero, Garía-Berro & Isern, 2004). While these do
not evolve to the helium ash, they do show that the
ores lose very little mass, or angular momentum, during
their merger.
1.7. Summary
In this paper we will make, for the rst time, a quantitative
estimate of the number of and properties of early-R stars
using our binary population nuleosynthesis model. We in-
vestigate possible hannels for early-R star formation by
a binary merger proess and subsequent helium ash in
a rapidly rotating ore and also extrinsi (CH-star) han-
nels by aretion from a ompanion. We determine the
eet of varying model parameters on the early-R to red
lump and early-R to N star ratios, and ompare these
to observations. Setion 2 desribes our model, setion 3
our results, setion 4 disusses the ramiations and we
onlude with some ideas for future researh.
2. Modelling the Mystery
We model populations of single and binary stellar stars
with the syntheti model of Hurley, Tout & Pols (2002),
updated to inlude nuleosynthesis (Izzard et al., 2004;
Izzard et al., 2006 and hanges outlined below). Our
model follows the evolution of stars using analyti ts
to luminosity, radius, ore mass et. Interations with
a ompanion due to tides, wind aretion and Rohe-
lobe overow (RLOF) are taken into aount. Common
envelope evolution is treated with an α-presription
(Livio & Soker, 1988; Tout et al., 1997), where α is the
fration of the orbital energy whih is transferred to
the envelope during the spiral-in phase. In most of our
models we use α = 1 and an envelope binding en-
ergy fator λ = 0.5 (Regös & Tout, 1995). Our syn-
theti AGB model is based on the full evolutionary mod-
els of Karakas, Lattanzio & Pols (2002) and inludes sur-
fae abundane hanges due to third dredge-up and hot-
bottom burning. We also follow the surfae abundanes of
massive stars based on the models of Dray & Tout (2003),
as well as yields due to supernovae and novae, but these
are not important with regard to the early-R stars.
2.1. Stellar evolution
Our syntheti stars have solar-saled initial abundanes
aording to Anders & Grevesse (1989), with metalliities
10−4 ≤ Z ≤ 0.03. There are many other parameters in our
model whih are disussed in detail in Izzard et al. (2006).
Where a parameter hoie aets our results, we vary the
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parameter within a reasonable range (see setion 3.9). The
main parameters whih inuene R-star formation are the
metalliity Z and the ommon envelope parameters α and
λ. These are Z = 0.02 (whih we refer to as solar metal-
liity), α = 1 and λ = 0.5 unless stated otherwise.
We have updated the Izzard et al. (2006) treatment
of ase-B RLOF in binaries with primary masses be-
tween 0.75 and 2.0M⊙, whih turn out to be our pro-
totype early-R stars. We follow the surfae abundanes
of
1H, 4He, 12C, 14N and 16O as a funtion of mass o-
ordinate based on detailed terminal main-sequene mod-
els onstruted with the TWIN stellar evolution ode
(Eggleton & Kiseleva-Eggleton, 2002). As mass is stripped
during RLOF, transferred material is enhaned in helium
and nitrogen but deient in arbon and oxygen beause
of CNO yling during the main sequene evolution of the
primary. This is transferred to the seondary star, enhan-
ing its abundane of helium and nitrogen while reduing
hydrogen and arbon.
We modify the ommon envelope presription of
Hurley et al. (2002) by removing their algorithm whih
instantaneously ignites merging degenerate helium ores
2
.
Instead, in our model the less massive ore is dis-
rupted into a dis around the more massive ore and
aretes until a single, rapidly rotating ore is formed
(Guerrero et al., 2004). The merged ore then grows by
hydrogen-shell burning until helium ignites in a nulear
runaway (the helium ash). For all our merged stars we as-
sume that the ignition proess, in a rapidly rotating ore,
mixes some arbon into the stellar envelope as found by
Pazynski & Tremaine (1977). The star then settles into
its CHeB phase as an early-R star.
Aording to the Hurley, Pols & Tout (2000) formal-
ism, helium ignites when the stellar luminosity reahes
a ritial value whih is a funtion of the stellar mass
and metalliity. This may not apply to our merged stars
whih have abnormally large ores for their total mass
and stage of evolution, but given that we are ignoring
the lifting of degeneray due to the merger we an prob-
ably do no better without detailed models of early-R
star progenitors. In our main merger hannels (see be-
low) appliation of the Hurley et al. (2000) presription
leads to minimum helium-ignition ore masses of between
0.35 and 0.45M⊙, ompatible with the o-entre HeWD
ignition models of Iben (1990) whih have a ore mass of
0.38M⊙. In ontrast, an SPH simulation of the merger of
two 0.4M⊙ HeWDs does not lead to a helium ash even
though the maximum temperature reahed is 2 × 108K
(Guerrero, Garía-Berro & Isern, 2004)  any exess en-
ergy goes into lifting the degeneray and expansion of the
white dwarfs. These simulations do not model the evolu-
tion of the star beyond a few minutes after the ollision,
so it is possible that the ore ontrats and/or inreases in
mass on a longer timesale, but ignites while still rapidly
rotating.
2
The energy released in their algorithm usually disrupts the
star, whih we onsider unrealisti.
2.2. Stellar population model
Our single star and binary primary masses are dis-
tributed aording to the initial mass funtion (IMF)
of Kroupa, Tout & Gilmore (1993) in the range
3 0.1 ≤
M/M⊙ ≤ 80, seondary star masses are hosen from
a distribution whih is at in q = M1/M2 suh that
0.1M⊙/M1 ≤ q ≤ 1 and initial separations a are ho-
sen from a distribution at in log a for 3 ≤ a/R⊙ ≤ 104.
We usually assume all binary orbits are irular (e = 0)
and to a maximum age of 13.7Gyr. Given these distri-
butions, the probability assigned to eah binary system is
Ψ(M1,M2, a) and the ontribution to the number of stars
of a given type is
∫
time
∫
M1,M2,a
S × δ(type)×Ψ dt, where
δ(type) = 1 when the star is of the required type, 0 oth-
erwise. A similar alulation is performed for single stars
and the results ombined with a 50% binary fration. We
set S, the star formation rate, to 1 beause we ompare
only number ratios and relative number ounts.
2.3. Age seletion riterion
The early-R stars are assoiated with the Galati
disk, partiularly the thik disk (Bergeat et al., 2002b).
We selet model stars older than the lower limit
of the age-metalliity relation for thik disk stars of
Bensby, Feltzing & Lundström (2004), whih we t to
5.61 − 6.68f Gyr where f = max (−0.65, [Fe/H]). At so-
lar metalliity ([Fe/H] = 0) this gives a minimum age of
5.61 Gyr, whih is too old for intrinsi arbon star forma-
tion aording to our models (Karakas et al., 2002).
The imposition of the age limit is equivalent to ending
star formation 4.5Gyr ago, whih is not appliable to the
whole Galati disk, even if it is orret for the thik disk.
It implies, for example, that there are no intrinsi N type
stars, whih is inorret in the thin disk so we must be
areful when omparing R to N star number ount ratios
with the results of our model.
2.4. N and red lump stars
We dene N-type arbon stars as giant branh (GB) or
AGB stars with NC/NO ≥ 1. All our N stars are extrinsi:
there are no intrinsi arbon stars in our simulated pop-
ulations beause suh stars are younger than our ∼ 4Gyr
age limit.
The red lump is synonymous with the CHeB phase of
stellar evolution (as dened by Hurley et al., 2002) in low-
mass stars, equivalent to the horizontal branh at higher
mass.
3
After some low-resolution trial runs the primary mass range
was redued to 0.3 ≤ M/M⊙ ≤ 8 with little hange to our
results.
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2.5. Early-R star formation hannels
The Hurley et al. (2002) model denes many ommon-
envelope merger hannels whih lead to a CHeB star, any
of whih ould be the early-R stars. We dene our R-star
formation hannels as follows:
R1. Merger of a naked main-sequene helium star
(HeMS) with a GB star.
R2. Merger of a ore-helium burning star (CHeB) with
a GB star.
R3. Merger of a helium white dwarf (HeWD) with the
ore of a GB star.
R4. Aretion from an AGB ompanion, whih is now
a white dwarf (at low metalliity, these are CH stars).
R5. Merger of a HeWD with a Hertzsprung gap (HG)
star whih has a partially degenerate helium ore.
R6. Merger of a GB star with a HG star.
R7. Merger of two HG stars.
R8. Merger of an AGB star with a helium-ored star.
The helium and CO ores mix ompletely to give a
new, CO-rih helium ore whih behaves as an evolved
CHeB star.
R9. Merger of two naked helium stars.
R10. Merger of a CO or ONe white dwarf (i.e. the ore
of an AGB star) with an AGB star. This is similar to
hannel 8 but one star has its envelope stripped.
R11. Merger of two GB stars, similar to hannel 3 but
both stars have a hydrogen envelope.
Our early-R stars are dened as those whih have gone
through one of the above hannels, are of the appropriate
age (see setion 2.3) and are in the CHeB (red lump)
phase. We assume that all the above mergers make early-
R stars by the rotating ore helium ash mehanism.
3. Results
Table 1 gives the relative formation rate and numbers
of stars whih form in eah of our model early-R star
hannels in our standard Z = 0.02 population. The R3
(HeWD-GB) and R6 (HG-GB) hannels together repre-
sent more than 90% of our early-R star progenitors  we
disuss these stars below in some detail. We identify han-
nel R4 with the CH stars. These form in appreiable num-
bers at low metalliity, but not at all at solar metalliity,
as predited by Abia et al. (2002)  we disuss these sep-
arately in setion 3.4. R5 (HeWD-HG) and R11 (GB-GB
merger) possibly are early-R stars, forming most of the
remaining 10%. There are small ontributions from the
R7 and R8 hannels and none in the R1, R2, R9 and R10
hannels.
The parameter spae of initial masses and periods
whih goes on to form our early-R star andidates is shown
in gure 1.
3.1. Subtype R3: HeWD + GB merger (Z = 0.02)
The R3 hannel onsists of HeWD-GB mergers and dom-
inates our early-R star progenitor population at solar
Channel Formation Rate Number Fration
R3 0.766 0.705
R5 0.016 0.041
R6 0.169 0.196
R7 0.002 0.005
R8 0.014 0.004
R11 0.033 0.048
Table 1. The fration of eah merger hannel whih on-
tributes to our syntheti, standard Z = 0.02 early-R
star population as dened in setion 2.5. The left olumn
(R1. . . 11), the middle olumn the relative formation rate
for eah hannel and the right olumn the relative number
of early-R stars (assuming a onstant star formation rate
and the Kroupa et al., 1993 IMF). The missing hannels
do not to our R star population and hannel R4 is not
a merger (we identify these with the CH stars and treat
them separately, see setion 3.3).
metalliity (Z = 0.02). We have split the R3 type into sub-
types R3a and R3b representing initially short and long
period binaries as follows:
 R3a (77% of R3):M1 = 1−1.7M⊙,M2 = 0.3−1.0M⊙,
P = 1− 2 days (5 . a/R⊙ . 8) ,
 R3b (23% of R3): M1 = 1 − 1.7M⊙, M2 = 0.95 −
1.3M⊙, P = 150− 700 days (150 . a/R⊙ . 450) .
Both the R3 subtypes originate from two phases of mass
transfer, the seond of whih is the ommon envelope
phase whih leads to merger of two helium ores.
3.1.1. R3a Sub-type
In our R3a stars the rst phase of mass transfer is onser-
vative RLOF when the more massive primary exhausts its
ore hydrogen, rosses the Hertzsprung Gap (HG) and be-
gins asent of the giant branh (GB). Initially, while q < 1,
the orbit shrinks, but when enough mass is transferred
that q > 1 the orbit widens. The primary ompletely loses
its envelope and is left as a∼ 0.2M⊙ HeWD (similar to the
detailed models of Kippenhahn, Kohl & Weigert, 1967).
The seondary aretes a signiant amount of mass and
beomes a blue straggler beause it is more massive, hene
bluer, than it should be for its age. It is also nitrogen and
13C rih beause it aretes material whih is stripped
from CN-proessed layers deep inside the primary. The
separation of these binaries, prior to the evolution of the
seondary up the giant branh, is about 20R⊙.
The R3a hannel ontains the majority, 77%, of the R3
hannel stars beause they have a higher formation rate
and they have smaller ores than R3b so spend longer in
the CHeB phase.
3.1.2. R3b Sub-type
The R3b stars begin their evolution in a relatively wide bi-
nary. When the primary evolves onto the GB it overows
its Rohe lobe and a ommon envelope results. During
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Fig. 1. (a) Initial seondary mass vs initial primary mass and (b) initial period vs initial primary mass for all our
early-R star merger progenitors (i.e. not inluding hannel R4, the CH stars). (Z = 0.02, α = 1, λ = 0.5.) The symbols
are as follows: R3 (HeWD-GB) small grey irles, R5 (HeWD-HG) squares, R6 (GB-HG) upward-pointing triangles
(△), R7 (HG-HG) downward-pointing triangles (▽), R8 (AGB) large diamonds (⋄), R11 (GB-GB) open irles. The
ontribution from omitted hannels is negligible. In panel (b) it is lear that there are two distint populations of R3,
R6 and R11, the short period binaries whih have one ommon envelope phase, and the long period binaries whih
have two.
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Fig. 2. Pre-ommon envelope HeWD mass vs giant mass (a) and giant ore mass (b) for our R3 hannel. (Z = 0.02,
α = 1, λ = 0.5.) In both plots the group of points on the left side omes from our R3a (initially short-period binary)
models, while the points on the right are from the (initially long-period) R3b hannel. The R3b stars have suh large
ores that they are probably too bright to be the observed R stars.
the spiral-in of the helium ore and main sequene star,
the envelope of the giant is lost, leaving a 0.38− 0.48M⊙
HeWD with a 1 − 1.2M⊙ main sequene (MS) star in a
reasonably lose (a ∼ 20R⊙) binary. The HeWD is about
twie as massive in this senario as ompared to R3a be-
ause the giant evolves further up the giant branh before
the rst mass transfer. Note that in this senario, the se-
ondary aretes only a small amount of mass (typially
∼ 0.01M⊙) so while tehnially it is a blue straggler, it
might not be deteted as suh. Also, the seondary does
not arete muh
13C or 14N from the stripped primary.
3.1.3. Formation of R3 stars
In both the R3a and R3b hannels, after the rst mass
transfer the seondary evolves on its nulear timesale and
eventually exhausts its ore hydrogen. As it rosses the HG
and asends the GB, RLOF begins and ommon envelope
evolution results.
Figure 2 shows the distribution of masses and ore
masses just prior to the nal ommon-envelope phase and
ore merger. In both panels of the gure the R3a stars
are on the left and the R3b on the right. The giant ore
and the HeWD merge during the ensuing ommon enve-
lope phase to form a new single GB star with a ore of
0.3 − 0.45M⊙ for the R3a and 0.5 − 0.7M⊙ for the R3b
hannel. The post-merger objet is not immediately an
early-R star, but is a GB star with an abnormally large
ore. In the ase of R3b and more massive R3a stars, the
ore is massive enough that the star very quikly ignites
helium. In the lowest-mass R3a stars some hydrogen shell
burning drives the ore mass up to a minimum of 0.36M⊙
when helium ignites. One helium ignition has started,
the luminosity of the star drops and it settles into the red
lump as a andidate early-R star.
Beause the R3b stars have massive ores they have a
mean luminosity of about 650 L⊙. This is rather large,
both ompared to the observed early-R stars and to
our R3a hannel, whih has a mean luminosity of about
170 L⊙. One the ore-helium burning R-star phase is
omplete, these stars asend the AGB, possibly as J-type
stars (see setion 4.6).
3.2. The other merger hannels (Z = 0.02)
The other merger hannels arise in muh the same way as
R3, with initially lose binaries undergoing onservative
mass transfer onto a ompanion and initially wide bina-
ries passing through two ommon-envelope phases. These
other phases are onsiderably rarer beause the initial bi-
nary parameters must be just right suh that the seond
mass-transfer phase ours e.g. during the HG rather than
GB phase. Consequently, hannels R5 (HeWD-HG), R7
(HG-HG), R8 (AGB) and R11 (GB-GB) are rare om-
pared to R3. The R8 (AGB-merger) hannel is almost er-
tainly not related to the early-R stars beause the result-
ing merged stars have luminosities around 103 L⊙, typial
of stars with evolved CO ores (late-R stars or N stars).
We make no R9 or R10 stars at solar metalliity and al-
though some R10 (CO WD-GB or ONe WD-GB mergers)
systems do exist at lower metalliity their numbers are
very few. We never make any R1 or R2 systems beause
we selet only old stars and potential R2 stars merge as
GB-GB systems (i.e. prior to the GB-CHeB phase).
Channel R6, the merger of a GB star with a HG star, is
relatively ommon. Most of these systems (85%) are sim-
ilar to the R3a systems but with an initially more mas-
sive seondary, suh that it is a HG star (rather than a
MS star) when the primary overows its Rohe lobe. As
a result, a ommon envelope forms during the rst mass
transfer phase and the ores merge.
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Fig. 3. Our model preditions for the relative frations of
the R3 and R4 hannels as a funtion of metalliity. While
R4 dominates at low metalliity (these are halo CH stars),
hannel R3 (HeWD-GB mergers) dominates at around so-
lar metalliity  these are our prime andidates for the
early-R stars.
The remainder of the R6 systems, and most of the R11
systems, are initially wide binaries ontaining a HeWD
and a HG (or GB, in the ase of R11) star. The wind from
the HG star is areted onto the HeWD at a rate suient
to form a new envelope and rejuvenate the HeWD as a
GB star. A ommon envelope phase soon follows and the
HeWD merges with the HG star. These systems suer the
same problem as the R3b hannel, their ores are massive
(0.6− 0.8M⊙) and they are are too luminous (& 600 L⊙)
to be early-R stars.
3.3. Channel R3 vs R4 (CH) as a Funtion of
Metalliity
Figure 3 shows the relative number of the R3 and R4 han-
nels as a funtion of metalliity. The CH-star hannel R4
dominates our early-R star population for Z . 0.004 while
above this metalliity the binary merger hannel R3 is pre-
dominant. The reason for this is a ombination of inreas-
ing oxygen abundane (proportional to Z) and dereasing
third dredge-up eieny, as disussed in setion 1.3. Our
onlusion is that for Z . 0.004, e.g. in the Galati halo,
most arbon-rih red lump stars are probably CH stars,
with enhaned s-proess abundanes and a binary om-
panion, while at higher metalliity (in the Galati disk)
the merger model dominates and all arbon-rih red lump
stars should be single early-R stars. This is just as is ob-
served (see setion 4.2).
3.4. The Eet of Metalliity on Merger Channels
Figure 4 shows the eet of metalliity on the relative
number of eah merger hannel. Lowering the metalliity
redues the number of mergers of all types mainly be-
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Fig. 4. The relative number of our early-R star merger
andidates as a funtion of metalliity, arbitrarily normal-
ized to 1 for the R3 hannel at Z = 0.03. The frequeny
of most merger types dereases as the metalliity drops.
The symbols are the same as in gure 1.
ause of our age-seletion riterion (see setion 2.3). The
R5 hannel (HeWD-HG) inreases beause as the metalli-
ity drops the stellar lifetime for a given mass dereases, so
lower mass stars evolve o the main sequene faster than
they would at solar metalliity. The IMF favours low-mass
stars, hene the inrease in R5.
3.5. Early-R to red lump ratio
The ratio of the number of R to red lump stars was deter-
mined to be 0.04− 0.14% by Knapp et al. (2001). Figure
5 ompares the results of our models to this ratio and it is
obvious that our model overestimates the number of early-
R stars (or underestimates the number of CHeB stars). In
our R-star seletion riteria we have tried to be as inlu-
sive as possible, so (for example) if only 10% of our R3
stars go on to mix arbon into their envelopes when they
ignite helium, then our models would agree with the obser-
vations  we disuss this further in setion 4. It is unlikely
that we have underestimated the number of CHeB stars
by a fator of ten.
3.6. The Early-R to N ratio
The ratio of the number of R to the number of N stars
is about 10 (Dominy, 1984). Our models give NR/NN ∼
10 − 100, but this is spurious beause we do not inlude
young, intrinsi N stars and some of the R stars used to
alulate the observed ratio are probably ool/late-R (i.e.
N type). Also, the observed ratio depends very strongly on
Galati latitude (e.g. Sanford, 1944, ompare Figs 1 and
2) and/or height above the Galati plane (Bergeat et al.,
2002b). To test this one would build a Galati population
model, with separate thik and thin disk populations, but
this is beyond the sope of this paper.
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Fig. 5. Our alulated R to CHeB (red lump) number ra-
tio as a funtion of metalliity for hannels R3 to R7. The
other hannels are negligible. The symbols are the same
as in gure 4. The thik error bar shows the observational
bounds from Knapp et al. (2001) for the Galati disk.
The R3, 5, 6 and 7 subtypes ould all be the real early-R
stars, although in the ase of R3 and R6 only a subset
of our model stars an be true early-R stars beause we
make too many.
On the other hand, our model results are not in-
onsistent with the observations. We an estimate the
ratio NR/NCHeB from the observed NR/NN by alu-
lating NR/NN × NN/NCHeB. Bergeat et al. (2002b) give
NR/NN ∼ 0.32 in the Galati plane4, while we an ap-
proximateNN/NCHeB from∆tN/∆tCHeB ∼ 2/150 = 0.013
where the ∆ts are the lifetimes (in Myr) of the AGB and
CHeB evolutionary phases for a Z = 0.02, 1.3M⊙ star.
This results in NR/NCHeB ∼ 0.4%, similar to the 0.1%
Knapp, Pourbaix & Jorissen (2001) nd and within the
range of our results.
3.7. Early-R/GK giant ratio
The R to GK giant ratio is 1% aording to Dominy
(1984), although the soure of this number is not given
(it is presumably alulated from the arbon star ata-
logue of Stephenson, 1973 and probably inludes late-R
stars). If we dene GK giants as GB and AGB stars with
3800 ≤ Teff/K ≤ 5850 whih satisfy our age riterion,
whih is quite onservative as we should probably inlude
CHeB stars as well, then at solar metalliity (Z = 0.02)
our early-R to GK giant ratio is about 0.5%. Given that
our early-R star ount is as high as we an possibly make
it (it should be a fator of ten less to math the R to red
lump ratio) and we do not inlude younger GK giants,
our R to GK giant ratio is learly dierent to that quoted
by Dominy.
4
Again, we assoiate their type CV stars with N stars, and
their HC' stars with early-R stars.
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Fig. 6. Distribution of the mass of 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h must
be dredged up in order to onvert our merger stars into a
arbon star (Z = 0.02 standard model). The thik blak
line is the sum of all our R-merger hannels, the lines with
points are the individual 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3.8. Dredge-up during the ore helium ash
We postulate that, during the ore helium ash of our
merged objets, there must be some dredge up of arbon
from the ore into the envelope. We annot model this
in detail, but we an estimate the minimum amount of
arbon, ∆C, required to make C/O = 1. We nd
∆C ≈ Menv
(
3
4
XO −XC
)
1−XC , (1)
whereMenv is the ommon envelope mass and XC and XO
are the abundanes of arbon and oxygen initially present
in the stellar envelope (the derivation of this formula is
in Appendix A.1). In our Z = 0.02 simulations ∆C12 is
usually in the range 0.003 to 0.01M⊙, as shown in gure
6.
Deupree (1986) nds a muh smaller amount of ar-
bon, around 10−6M⊙, is mixed to the stellar envelope
in two-dimensional alulations of the helium ash. These
simulations were neessarily of low resolution, and did not
inlude rotation, whih should be important in mixing ma-
terial out of the ore and through the hydrogen-burning
shell (Mengel & Gross, 1976 see also our setion 4.4).
3.9. Variation of model parameters
The initial metalliity is the parameter whih most aets
the formation of early-R stars by the binary merger han-
nel. Here we onsider some other parameters of our model
whih may aet the formation of early-R stars.
 The ommon envelope parameter α, determines the
fration of the orbital energy whih is used to ejet
the envelope. This most aets the initially long-period
binary hannels whih go through two phases of om-
mon envelope evolution e.g. the R3b hannel. If α is
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small the binary merges during the rst ommon en-
velope phase, meaning the seond never happens. This
redues the Z = 0.02 R3 population by about 25%
(i.e. by the fration whih are R3b stars) when hang-
ing from α = 1 to α = 0.1.
 We have two presriptions for λ, the giant envelope
binding energy fator. The rst is to use a onstant
value of 0.5, as in Hurley et al. (2002)  this is our
standard model. Our seond presription is based on
the models of Dewi & Tauris (2000, 2001) who alu-
lated λ from detailed stellar evolution models. With
the variable-λ presription the R-star frequeny is re-
dued by a only few per ent relative to λ = 0.5.
 The amount of third dredge up in AGB stars less
massive than 1.5M⊙ is a debated subjet. Detailed
stellar evolution models suggest no dredge up in
these stars, but extra dredge up is required in AGB
stars in the Magellani louds in order to math
the observed arbon star luminosity funtion (Iben,
1981). Guandalini et al. (2006) laim we should not
inrease the dredge up, but Bona£i¢ Marinovi¢ et al.
(2007, A&A submitted) onrm that extra dredge
up is required on the basis of s-proess abundanes.
Regardless, we tested the eet of inreasing the
amount of the third dredge up as a funtion of metalli-
ity aording to the presription of Izzard et al. (2004).
The extra dredge up inreases the number of extrin-
si arbon stars and slightly inreases the threshold
metalliity at whih the number of R3 stars is equal
to the number of R4 stars. At solar metalliity, there
are still no intrinsi arbon stars in our population and
this parameter has no eet.
 Introduing the ompanion reinfored attrition proess
(CRAP) of Tout & Eggleton (1988) has little eet
on the number of early-R stars, reduing the num-
ber of R3 stars by just a few per ent for large val-
ues of the CRAP parameter (104, as suggested in
Tout & Eggleton). However, for suh large values the
R5 hannel beomes important (about half as many as
R3) beause enhaned mass loss on the giant branh
inreases the number of HeWDs available for mergers.
 Changing the initial eentriity, e, of the binary pop-
ulation from 0 to 0.75, whih simulates the eet of
introduing a distribution in e, has little eet on our
results.
We have not onsidered hanging the initial distributions
suh as the IMF, separation distribution et. Suh an ef-
fort is beyond the sope of this paper. Stritly, we should
apply a Galati metalliity and star-formation rate distri-
bution (perhaps as a funtion of height above the Galati
plane) rather than ompare single-population, onstant
star-formation rate populations. Again, this is beyond the
sope of this paper but we hope to examine this problem
in the future.
4. Disussion and Hope
This raises hope of understanding these stars at last, but
many questions remain. Here we disuss the merits of the
dierent hannels and onsider the mixing and angular
momentum transport whih may our during the ore
merger.
4.1. The R-hannels (Z = 0.02)
All our R hannels together annot be the equivalent of
the observed early-R stars beause we make too many by
a fator of about ten. There are advantages and disadvan-
tages to eah hannel whih, in our opinion, make some
more likely andidates than others.
R3 The HeWD-GB mergers. The major disadvantage of
the initially short-period R3a hannel is the delay time,
about 2.5Myr, between the ore merger and helium ig-
nition. The equivalent in the R3b hannel is less than
1Myr. A lengthy delay may allow transfer of material
and/or angular momentum from the (pre-ash) ore
to the envelope, whih would slow the ore rotation
and redue the likelihood of mixing of arbon into the
envelope during the helium ash.
The advantage of the R3a hannel is that the ores
are of low enough mass, mostly . 0.45M⊙, to be
degenerate when helium ignites, provided they an
lose any energy they gained from the merger pro-
ess (whih would otherwise lift the degeneray, as in
Guerrero et al., 2004) and still remain rapidly rotat-
ing. If Mc (the merged-ore mass) is the parameter
whih determines whether the helium ash mixes ma-
terial into the envelope then only a small range (∼
0.02M⊙ e.g. 0.38−0.40M⊙) inMc selets the required
10% of R3 stars. The relatively high ore mass of the
R3b hannel means its stars are many times brighter
than the observed R stars, with logL/L⊙ ∼ 2.5− 3.0.
They also span a wider eetive temperature range,
from logTeff/K = 3.55 to 3.9, than the R3a stars whih
luster at logTeff/K ∼ 3.68. Possibly these would be
observed as J stars or as A and/or F giants.
R3a stars, and our other R hannels whih involve
signiant aretion from a giant ompanion, are en-
haned in
13C and 14N, as seen in the early-R stars
(Dominy, 1984). These enhanements may also be due
to mixing aross a hydrogen shell (see setion 4.4).
R4 The binary R4 hannel, equivalent to CH stars, annot
work at solar metalliity (see setion 4.2 below) and
does not lead to single stars, so this is denitely not
the hannel whih makes the early-R stars.
R5 Channel R5, the HeWD-HG mergers, is similar to R3
but ontributes a fator of 17 fewer stars in our stan-
dard Z = 0.02 model. Its main advantages are that the
number of early-R stars formed is similar to that whih
is observed and that HG stars are less ompat than
GB stars so more likely to keep their envelopes and
merge in a ommon envelope phase (Taam & Riker,
2006). The disadvantage is that the ore of a HG star
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may not be suiently degenerate for helium to ignite
soon after the merger so the ore has time to lose its
angular momentum. On the other hand, the merged
ore mass is always low (about 0.3M⊙) beause the
HG star is relatively unevolved ompared to an equiv-
alent mass GB star. Assuming the merged ore an
maintain its rotation rate as the R5 star asends the
giant branh these may be the early-R stars.
R6 The GB-HG mergers our at a rate around 1/4 that
of the R3 hannel  still too many ompared to the
observations, but a better math than R3. As in R5,
the advantage of a HG star is that it is likely to sur-
vive the ommon envelope phase, but they may not
be degenerate or massive enough to be still rotating
when helium ignites. A fration of R6 forms from dou-
ble ommon-envelope systems and, as in hannel R3b,
these are more luminous than observed R stars.
R7 These are the HG-HG mergers, whih are very rare
(150 times fewer than the R3 hannel) so are probably
not the early-R stars.
R8 These AGB-helium ore mergers are also rare, with
numbers similar to R7. It is also not likely that the
assumption of our model  that the helium ore om-
pletely mixes with the CO ore of the AGB star  is
true. In any ase, these are too bright to be the early-R
stars (but may be J/N/late-R stars).
R11 GB-GB mergers are rare, a fator of 15 less than the
R3 hannel, but annot be ruled out as potential early-
R star progenitors. However, they are the binaries most
likely to lose their envelopes when they merge. Both
ores are degenerate and usually of low mass and often
one member of the binary is a rejuvenated WD with
a very thin envelope, so these are very similar to R3
mergers. Stars in this hannel span a wide range in
luminosities (from 60 L⊙ to 900 L⊙) and eetive tem-
peratures (logTeff/K = 3.53− 3.9). In a few ases the
post-merger objet has a very thin envelope, so is very
blue (Teff ∼ 40, 000K).
R1, 2, 9 & 10 None or very few of these are made in our
populations.
Most likely only some fration of our model early-R stars
will ignite and mix arbon into the envelope, but we do
not know whih stars these are. Our population synthesis
model predits too many early-R stars. This is a posi-
tive result, beause we have tried to selet every possible
merger hannel. It is also an interesting hallenge beause
we do not know the true R-star formation hannel.
4.2. R/CH stars, metalliity and population
Above a threshold metalliity [Fe/H] ∼ −0.3 and in an ex-
lusively old stellar population, our models suggest that
the early-R stars should be the only arbon stars. The
Galati bulge, whih is old and of (super-)solar metal-
liity (Zoali et al., 2003), is an obvious target for R
star surveys. In fat, large numbers of low-luminosity
arbon stars have already been found in the bulge and
have been identied as early-R stars in the surveys of
Azzopardi, Lequeux & Rebeirot (1985); . This is in on-
trast to the very few or even total lak of N-type stars in
the bulge (Rih, 1998), in agreement with our results.
At metalliities typial of the Galati halo, the num-
ber of CH stars vastly exeeds the number of early-R stars.
That is not to say there are no early-R stars in the halo,
beause aording to our models there should be. With
regard to the detetion of early-R stars in the halo, there
are several reasons it may be diult:
1. There should be many more CH stars than early-
R stars in the halo. At [Fe/H] = −2.3 we predit
R3/R4 ∼ 7% whih means the early-R/CH ratio will
be muh smaller (R4 only inludes ore helium burn-
ing CH stars, the true CH population will ontain both
these and giants and possibly dwarfs) espeially if we
redue our gure by a fator of ten to agree with the
Hipparos observations.
2. Halo stars are rare ompared to disk stars, so there are
simply not as many population-II early-R stars.
3. CH stars are likely to be seleted by olour, whih may
omit early-R stars.
4. Giant branh CH stars are somewhat brighter than
CHeB stars, so any survey aimed at CH stars (rather
than C dwarfs) must be quite sensitive to relatively
dim stars in order to detet an early-R star.
5. Is it possible to distinguish easily between early-R
and (ore-helium burning) CH stars? Aording to
Abia et al. (2003) the only dierenes are the presene
of s-proess isotopes and binarity, data whih are often
diult to obtain. As suh, early-R stars already found
in the halo ould have been mislassied as CH stars.
A reent survey has deteted a few halo early-R stars
and gives a method for dierentiating between early-R
and CH stars (Goswami, 2005).
The Westerlund et al. (1995) survey of the Large
Magellani Cloud (see also Rebeirot et al., 1993), whih
has a sub-solar metalliity [Fe/H] ∼ −0.3 (Cioni et al.,
2006a), nds a menagerie of N, R and J type stars, over a
wide range of luminosities, in qualitative agreement with
our model population. We should aution, however, that
the LMC probably ontains a signiantly younger popu-
lation of intrinsi N type stars (Cioni et al., 2006b) whih
makes a statistial omparison diult beause our pop-
ulation model does not inlude young stars.
We also have not onsidered the impat of the
latest determinations of the solar oxygen abun-
dane (Allende Prieto, Lambert & Asplund, 2001;
Asplund, Grevesse & Sauval, 2005) whih dereases
the amount of oxygen by a fator of two relative to
Anders & Grevesse (1989). This redues our estimate of
the mass of arbon whih must be mixed into the envelope
during helium ignition, ∆C12, and shifts the metalliity
at whih CH stars form, but does not signiantly hange
our onlusions.
Finally, we are not sure why Galati early-R stars
are loated only in the thik disk (Bergeat et al., 2002b).
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Some of their HC1-3 (R-type) stars are of low radial ve-
loity, so ould be members of the thin disk. Alternatively,
the initial binary fration, and hene number of mergers,
may be higher in the thik disk ompared to the thin disk
(Grether & Lineweaver, 2006).
4.3. Progenitors observed
The progenitors of our early-R stars are binaries in whih
one star is a WD, the other a blue straggler  one suh
star has been observed (Landsman et al., 1997). Reently,
models of MS+WD blue straggler systems were on-
struted by Tian et al. (2006) but they annot take their
alulations through the nal ommon envelope phase.
Regarding the MS+WD phase, however, they nd quite
similar results to ours despite their use of full stellar evo-
lution rather than syntheti ode.
Blue stragglers (BSs) are most easily identied in glob-
ular lusters (GCs) beause the stars in a partiular luster
are of the same age so BSs are easily seen to be brighter
and bluer than the tip of the main sequene. However,
binary mergers may be rare beause of the low binary
fration in the ore of lusters (Ivanova et al., 2005)  or
perhaps the binary fration is low beause of mergers. To
searh for progenitors of our R-star mergers it would be
best to searh for HeWD-BS binaries in high metalliity,
old GCs, suh as those in the Galati bulge e.g. NGC
6553 or 6528, (Barbuy et al., 2004; Zoali et al., 2004),
with metalliities [Fe/H] ∼ −0.2, or the LMC lusters
(Lloyd Evans, 1986).
The FK Com stars (Bopp & Ruinski, 1981;
Bopp & Stenel, 1981) may be post-ommon enve-
lope mergers: they are single, rapidly rotating (lose
to or even beyond break-up e.g. Huenemoerder et al.,
1993; Ayres et al., 2006), G/K-type giants whih are
thought to have evolved through a binary merger
(Welty & Ramsey, 1994). They are rare, about
2 × 10−8 pc−3 (Collier Cameron, 1982; Hagen & Stenel,
1985), whih is quite similar to the R-star spae density.
4.4. Merger mixing and modelling
In our merger senario at Z = 0.02 the amount of arbon
whih is required to be mixed from the ore into the enve-
lope during the helium ash is 0.003−0.01M⊙ , assuming
C/O = 1 in the R-star envelope. The analysis of Dominy
(1984) shows arbon and nitrogen are similarly enhaned
in early-R stars, with the
12C/13C ratio just above the CN-
yle equilibrium value of 4. These observations strongly
suggest there is some hydrogen burning of the arbon-rih
material from the helium ash en route to the surfae of
the early-R star. This would mean we have underestimated
the amount of arbon dredge up by a fator of about two
beause half the arbon is onverted to nitrogen. However,
beause some
13C and 14N may ome from the deposition
of material stripped from the primary star during the rst
period of mass transfer, for some hannels (e.g. R3a) we
require less CN burning.
As disussed above, there may be a delay between the
merger and helium ignition. If the ore an settle to hy-
drostati equilibrium it should be possible to model it
with a one-dimensional stellar evolution ode whih in-
ludes rotation and angular momentum transport (e.g.
Langer, 1998; Heger, Langer & Woosley, 2000 and the se-
ries of papers by Meynet & Maeder, 1997, onward). The
SPH models of Guerrero et al. (2004) suggest that merged
ores settle down rapidly (minutes) ompared to their nu-
lear burning timesale (Myr) so the problem is tratable.
Certainly, some one-dimensional exploration of the prob-
lem would be useful.
This leads us to the realm of two and three di-
mensional modelling of the ore merger and assoiated
mixing. Two dimensional simulations without rotation
(Cole & Deupree, 1980, 1981; Deupree & Wallae, 1987;
Deupree, 1996) do not show signiant mixing of material
from the ore to the surfae  yet we have good grounds,
based on our population model and a lak of alternatives,
to suggest that it does happen. The only way forward may
be a full three-dimensional simulation of a merger of two
HeWDs inside a hydrogen-rih giant envelope inluding
nulear burning. This is some way o, and might not even
be possible with urrent methods suh as SPH, but is per-
haps not impossible in the near future using odes suh as
Djehuty (Dearborn et al., 2006).
4.5. Angular momentum
In appendix A.2 we show that when two HeWD ores
merge the veloity of the resultant objet exeeds its
breakup veloity by a fator of about two, in agreement
with Gourgouliatos & Jeery (2006). There must be some
form of angular momentum transport out of the merged
ore, perhaps by magneti elds oupling the ore to the
envelope or shear mixing aross the ore-envelope bound-
ary (it has reently been suggested by Soker & Harpaz,
2007 that shear mixing may mix helium-rih, but not
arbon-rih, material out of the ore of a red giant).
We show in appendix A.3 that if we onserve angular
momentum and mass for the whole star, after the merger
it is rotating at about its breakup veloity. However, it
is not the ase if some mass is lost during the ommon
envelope phase as this may remove enough angular mo-
mentum to stabilise the star (Davies, Benz & Hills, 1991;
Lovekin & Sills, 2003). It is still rotating at a signiant
fration of its breakup veloity, often many tens of km s−1.
This ontradits the observations of MClure (1997) whih
show that early-R stars are not rapidly rotating. There
must be some angular momentum loss, suh as magneti
braking, whih slows the early-R star, espeially beause
it ontrats after helium ignites at the tip of the giant
branh.
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4.6. After the R-star. . .
The early-R stars are CHeB stars but eventually they
will exhaust their supply of helium and asend the gi-
ant branh again as
12C-, 13C- and 14N-rih AGB stars.
They may be observed as J-type stars and indeed, per-
haps early-R stars are the progenitors of the J stars, as
suggested by Lloyd Evans (1986). If this is the ase then
J stars should also be single stars, but it is not lear if
this is true. J stars are apparently 15% of arbon-rih gi-
ants stars (Abia & Isern, 2000) and further work regarding
their formation rate will determine if early-R stars are the
progenitors of some of them.
5. Conlusions
We have shown by means of a binary population synthesis
tehnique that binary mergers are a viable hannel for the
formation of the early-R stars. Our models naturally re-
produe the properties of the early-R stars, namely that
they are single, K-type stars whih show enhaned
12C,
13C and 14N without s-proess or iron enhanement rela-
tive to the sun.
We estimated the number of early-R stars from dier-
ent binary merger hannels involving objets with helium
ores. The most ommon merger is that of a helium white
dwarf with a red giant star and this makes about ten times
as many stars as we require if we are to math the early-R
to red lump number ratio to the observed value. We did,
however, assume that the helium ore of every merger is
rotating and mixes arbon into the envelope upon helium
ignition. It is more likely that a small fration of our stars
ignite helium while rotating rapidly enough to mix arbon
into their envelope.
Other possible hannels inlude mergers of a red giant
with a Hertzsprung gap star, a helium white dwarf with
a Hertzsprung gap star or the merger of two red giants.
There must be other parameters whih ontrol whether a
merged star beomes an early-R star, suh as the ore mass
or ore-rotation rate. Our model early-R stars are rapidly
rotating ore-helium burning giants so must undergo some
kind of rapid magneti braking to slow them down, be-
ause observed early-R stars are not rotating quikly.
As pointed out by Dominy (1984) and MClure (1997)
it is diult to envisage an alternative evolutionary path-
way whih leads to the early-R stars. Ten years on, we -
nally have a potential explanation for their existene and
their number. It is our hope that this will stimulate fur-
ther researh in the area of helium-ore mergers inside
ommon envelopes beause for one we think we under-
stand the outome of the merger proess.
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Appendix A: Appendix
A.1. Carbon Dredge Up
We dene abundanes by mass fration to be X prior to
the merger, Y post-merger. We then require
4
3
YC
YO
≥ 1 (A.1)
to be a arbon star. The ommon envelope is of mass M
and the amount of arbon required from the ore is ∆C
(a similar mass of material is mixed bak down into the
ore). We neglet the minor isotopes
13C, 17O and 18O
beause their abundanes are small (at most 1/4 of C is
13C). The nal mass of arbon in the envelope is
YCMenv = XC(M −∆C) + ∆C , (A.2)
whih gives
YC =
XC(M −∆C) + ∆C
M
. (A.3)
If we assume the oxygen abundane is unhanged, i.e.
YO = XO, and there is no CN yling of dredged up ar-
bon, we have
YC ≥ 3
4
XO , (A.4)
whih with the previous expression and some algebrai
manipulation gives us
∆C ≥
3
4
XO −XC
1−XC M . (A.5)
If a fration f of the dredged-up arbon is onverted to ni-
trogen as it passes through the hydrogen shell, the amount
of dredged-up arbon and nitrogen is
∆CN ≥ 1
f
3
4
XO −XC
1−XC M . (A.6)
A.2. Merged Core Angular Momentum
Here we onsider the angular momentum in the early-R
star ore as a result of the merger. When the least massive
helium ore, of mass mc2, enters RLOF, the orbital period
is given by Kepler's law
P =
2pi√
G
√
a3
L
mc1 +mc2
, (A.7)
where aL is the separation andmc1 is the mass of the more
massive ore. The equivalent orbital angular veloity is
then Ω = 2pi/P . We an estimate the angular momentum
in the twin-ore system J by negleting the spins of the
stars suh that
J = Jc1 + Jc2 + Jorb,c
≃ Jorb,c = µΩa2L (A.8)
where Jc1,2 are the spin angular momenta of the stars and
µ is the redued mass. Then we have, by substitutions of
the expression for Ω,
Jorb,c =
mc1mc2
mc1 +mc2
Ωa2L
= mc1mc2
√
GaL
mc1 +mc2
. (A.9)
Now, if we onservatively assume that no angular momen-
tum is lost from the ores during the merger then we an
alulate the orbital angular veloity ω of the merger prod-
ut,
ω =
Jorb,c
kmcr2c
=
mc1mc2
√
GaL
kr2c (mc1 +mc2)
3
2
, (A.10)
where mc = mc1 +mc2 and rc are the mass and radius of
the merged ore respetively and k is its radius of gyration.
The veloity at the surfae of the merged ore is
vF = ωrc
=
mc1mc2
√
GaL
krc (mc1 +mc2)
3
2
. (A.11)
We an easily ompare this to the break-up veloity
vB =
√
Gmc
rc
(A.12)
to see
vF
vB
=
1
k
mc1mc2
(mc1 +mc2)
2
√
aL
rc
. (A.13)
The separation at RLOF is aL =
max [rc1/f(q), rc2/f(1/q)] where f is given by the
funtion of Eggleton (1983), and given mc1 and mc2 we
obtain the ore radii from the formulae of Tout et al.
(1997). We set k = 0.21 as for an n = 3/2 polytrope. For
0.1 ≤ mc1 = mc2 ≤ 0.5 the ratio 1.9 . vF/vB . 2.7 so
there must be some form of outward angular momentum
transport in order for the ores to merge.
A.3. Rotational Veloity of the Post-CE Star
We an derive the maximum veloity of the star whih re-
sults from ommon envelope evolution by onserving an-
gular momentum during the merger. At the beginning of
the CE phase the binary system has a total angular mo-
mentum J = Jorb + J1 + J2 where J1 and J2 are the spin
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angular momenta of the stars and Jorb is the orbital angu-
lar momentum. The nal angular veloity ω is alulated
from a solid-body approximation, assuming angular mo-
mentum is onserved during the merger,
J = (k2Menv + k3Mc)R
2ω (A.14)
where Menv , Mc, R are the envelope and ore mass and
the radius of the merged star respetively. The onstant
k3 = 0.21 as previously, but k2 depends on the stru-
ture of the giant star (it is about 0.15 − 0.2). We then
solve for the veloity v = ωR and ompare to the breakup
veloity vB (.f. setion A.2). For a typial R3a system,
with initial parameters M1 = 1.25M⊙, M2 = 0.5M⊙,
P = 1.6 days, Z = 0.02, αCE = 1, λCE = 0.5, e = 0, no
extra CRAP, we nd the merged stellar mass is 1.34M⊙
(0.05M⊙ is lost during the ommon envelope phase, we
have not taken into aount the loss of angular momen-
tum due to this mass) with a ore of mass 0.41M⊙ and
k2 = 0.143, hene v = 125 km/s, about 95% of the break
up veloity (132 km/s). The ratio redues to 60% if we
assume the angular momentum in the ores does not on-
tribute to the rotation of the envelope, whih is required
for the ore to be rapidly spinning when it ignites helium.
If we attempt to take into aount the angular momentum
that is lost in the 0.05M⊙ of material ejeted during the
ommon envelope phase, presumably at approximately the
breakup veloity so ∆J = vBR× 0.05M⊙, the ratio v/vB
drops further to 28% (v = 37 km/s). It would seem these
systems are, in general, quite rapidly rotating (at least
tens of km/s), but are not all at the breakup veloity.
